
Dear Paul, 	 10/3/75 
I've just had a call from mauren Schuler of the2Oth Century—Fox ABC special 

staff that wasn't necessary so I attribute it to either a misunderstanding on their 
part or a gesture toeard decency. It is the reason I write, in the event your friend—
shop with the son of the ABC vice president is such that you think he ought to know. 
If not, there is no point in your trying to do anything to help because it eon't. I 
suppose what it reflects is the kind of meetality you have been w reine with. 

She called, she said, to apologize or aplain that they wasn't be able to keep 
their understanding or arrangement. There was no specific commitment by them. They 
had merely asked if I would b, wiling to be interviewed in New York (maybe also 
Washington) and I had said it pousible. 

She also said that they would have to go with people available in the area. 
I asked no questions because I have too ouch I must do to get involved in what can't 
make any idfferenoe to me. My eife was a bit curious end made a list of her own. As 
I see it this will mean there who will fly there and those who are there. Combined 
they'll have a few semi—reepeetables and mostly nuts and self—promoters. There is 
nobody, in the L.A. area worth airing or listening to of dose to rational who 
anyone mowing anything about the subject would air. I'm not even going to try to think 
this part through. What it can moan won't make any difference to me. There are a couple 
in the SanFrancisco urua who might be uses. One has done solid research but has poor 
jud cement and makes bad decisions, the other has a reputation that is not warranted on 
the subject. 

I told her that her show eill be dated before it is aired. ehe asked something 
and I told her that I hod told her when she had first phoned that there would be 
developments before their show is aired and had invited them to come see. She 
remembered this. 

Acme of us can figure that fairlyland in which you live or what it feels or 
can embarrass it. But I think ABC is not going tc look good. And I do know that with this format they ere doing to have a dud. 

I have no time for detail:,. Thin has been a day on which there has boon nothing 
but interruptions. It is also the first day I've been home all week. 

You will rencrber that long ago I told you the situation 13 changing and that what had not been safe is. Daily the proofs increase. I know who has been in touch 
with me and for what purposes. I know who I'm scheduled to see end why and what the 
probabilities are. There is not much probability that ABC (and CBS) are not going to 
be creamer' with cans full of crap. Not by NBC, to whom I've not spoken. By develo-
meats ane the print press. Probably the Congress, too. Of this I'll say no more now. 

Arid to here I do not ask confidentiality. From hale I do, please. 
Post Mortem is in manufacture. I have a guaranteed schedule for printing and 

prospect that it will be improved upon. I may not be aele to ::ell further ancillary 
rights but there is press interest. "ajor. 

It is eore than just this. I'm under pressure to out mores of ny work together, 
from friends and asshates who speak not for themselves only. The problem with this is time. 

With any kind of attention at all Post Mortem will date everything else if not 
also make it look foolish. And. evenbody else. The predictable questions are not over 
what it can do but whether or not any or much of it can be translated into sales. 

What you saw in the Enquirer is but a tiny fraction of a rounded eackage. When 
their check comes I'll complete payment for the printing. I've paid more than half 
already because I'm dealing with people who do not know me and I want all the speed 
the job can have. It will clean me out but I have two speaking engagements scheduled 
that will 4wo me at log on the reprintines that will soon be necessary end I have 
firm prices on them subjectlioett to variations in paper prices. I'm hoping I will not 
need help on this. I haven't looked at a paper in days. I've been getting to bed 1:10— 2:00 a.m. but I'm OK. I have to prepare fob the boo#'s appearance. Thanks for the clips. 

Lest,
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